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SUMMARY: 

 

I would like the KF team in the background to record this part from now on, because this 

is important for all of you and your families. Your lives can depend on it.  

 

How the Virus Works and Mutation: 

The first thing you have to know in detail is how this virus works, and from the mental 

point of view you need to understand that this virus mutates. This is one thing that the 

Gates Foundation did not calculate, they wanted to change the genetic code so that it 

would reduce the population, but one thing that they did not consider was the mutation of 

this virus. We'll explain the science of how it mutates later on. What we have seen in the 

Chinese and Iranian structure is that when you solve the problem and get rid of the virus, 



if there is even one virus cell leftover, then it mutates to a new one, and if again there is 

one cell leftover, it mutates to yet another new one. And every time it mutates it becomes 

stronger. By understanding the knowledge of the KF, we know the reason why it mutates. 

We look at viruses as packs of energy that encircles the cells of the body magnetically 

with their fields. The virus is acting strange for other people, because they do not 

understand how it is being transmitted from Iran to Italy.  

 

If you go back to the knowledge, as you know magnetic (M) fields travel, and even if it is 

from another part of the universe, but it has the same field strength as the earth, it will 

reach the earth. This is what we see in the depths of the stars, in the deep sides of the 

universe. The reason why it jumped from Iran to Italy, as I explained before and drew 

you a map, is because the Iranians and Italians are deep rooted in each others blood for 

centuries. So it was obvious that the next step was from Iran was Italy. As it had already 

jumped from China, and now it jumped further to Italy, it has not only mutated, but has 

also become stronger. The spreaders of this virus infected the environments in certain 

countries, but they never counted on the virus itself, as being able to use plasma 

technology in a natural way. Now we see it rapidly mutating into North America, as 

many Americans are of Italian descent. The problem is that people of Italian descent 

heavily populate the Eastern part of the US, and the Iranians the west side in Los 

Angeles, so the disaster will cover the whole of the nation. We understood that this was 

the reason for it's rapid growth in Iran and Italy. We also saw this very clearly in the 

change from China to Iran, and I was expecting this to happen, and when I saw it 

spreading rapidly, I understood at once, that they had seeded the spread of the virus. (?? 

he said something about a particular group having mixed blood over centuries, maybe a 

Chinese group).  This is genetic modification by the gene itself and it will circle the 

planet. We are in the age of man destroying himself by the greed of Mr. Gates. When you 

buy a patent (of the virus) to destroy, it destroys you. What is important for them to 

understand is that, just because you started the virus doesn't mean you can stop it. Now 

you understand how it will go.  

 

The Virus has Emotion and a Soul: 

What happened is that the virus has made a link into the cell, through any of its 

combinations of Amino Acid (AA). The strange thing is, and it is what you and the world 

of medicine have not understood, is that this gene has emotions. When they set this gene 

up, they never understood about the world of physics. The virus has created its own soul. 

This virus is shaped like a crown and it has a second circle around it. The existence of the 

two circles leads to the creation of magnetic fields, which gives it the life to mutate. This 

is why it is called Corona, which means the "crown" virus, because it sits like a crown 

over the cell. This is exactly what we have been explaining for the past 10 years. The 

shape of the "Crown" or Coronavirus is the shape of two magnetic fields embedded and 

encircling each other. One of the plasmas is of the AA, or the cell, and the other one is 

the energy of the virus. It has created its own life, and this will take shape further and 

further as it mutates. It's like when Man went from Africa to Asia, along the way he 

mutated his shape and color to be able survive, and became the Indians and the Chinese. 

This virus will be with us for a long time to come, because it envelops and encircles the 

whole cell.  



 

Gates, Population Reduction, American Injection: 

The logic behind the Gates Foundation's action was to reduce the population. My 

message to the Gates Foundation is very simple, we are 7 billion happily living on this 

planet, we have our own faults as big families do, but if this place is too small for you, 

you don't need to eliminate 7 billion of us, just eliminate 7 members of your family, then 

you don't need to suffer with us. We know that mercury, aluminum, and lead, are playing 

some kind of role in this virus injection the Americans are giving. We also saw this with 

the children's immunizations, so we could be heading for another disaster from having so 

much poison in the body from these injections. We have requested data from the Chinese 

government and very soon we'll release it. It is time to tell, and time to see.  

 

Emotions controlling the Virus, from Animals: 

We see in this process how the virus is changing and mutating. It's an energy, which has 

found the energy of the cell, and with it, it has created its own soul, which means it has a 

brain and will dictate where it wants to go. It has so many diversions, and it's energy pack 

will go down the race channel to every nation. It's very simple how this energy is being 

transferred. The cell as an energy pack needs an AA or a protein, like your skin on the 

table, or your spit on the chair, or your sweat somewhere else, and as your AA's are 

weak, the virus makes a connection to feed them, because in essence, they came from the 

same AA structure field. This virus is transferring itself to the leftover residues of the 

body of the man. That's why when you touch the bottom of a lid, or touch an object 

which somebody else has touched, you carry into the weaker structure and then it 

encircles it. You invite it by touching it, which allows it to connect first to your cell, and 

then it shows itself by manifesting symptoms. Interestingly, a few teachings before, I 

spoke about the emotions of the animals, and that is where this disease came from. Now 

you can understand that this virus has emotion, a very deep emotion. It means that it 

copies the emotion of the man who gets it, this is why in some people initially the disease 

goes away and they're fine, and then they catch it for a second time and they die.  

 

It became very apparent that the emotions are in control of this cell, because the brain, the 

skin, and the cells of the lungs are all part of the operations of the emotions in the man. 

And the skin, brain, and the lungs are all from the same type of cell. When you have an 

emotional problem and you get an asthma attack, you see what happens with your 

breathing, or when you get distressed and can't speak and then you start to cough. In the 

same way, when this virus enters your emotional system, which your lungs represent, you 

start having respiratory problems. Or like when you get an asthma attack and you spray 

yourself to kill it, it never fully goes away because you didn't sort out the emotional 

problem. This time, the virus is like a very powerful asthma.  

 

STM Communicates with the Soul of Virus: 

We see from all the reports coming in from China and Iran that there is a very clear 

pattern with this disease of, first an asthma attack, then followed by heart failure, but 

officially they call it an infection of the lungs. In a way, it's like a very strong and 

powerful asbestos, only that it is also alive and is able to make decisions. Let me explain 

further to you, how you die. This is from the reports coming from the Chinese health 



authorities and directly from doctors at the hospitals in Iran. The virus enters through the 

two breathing channels of the nose and mouth. If you understand the depth of the 

knowledge the way we do, as I told you, the virus is a living thing and he has a soul and 

he has created for himself an emotion. In passing through your breathing channels it 

transfers its emotion to the Soul of The Man (STM). The STM understands, and then tell 

the virus where to go, in this case to the lungs.  "Because the soul can't show the pain of 

the core feelings of the virus, so they create. It's in your arm or leg .. then it tells the virus 

where it's needed, and how it can show its sorrow and pain to the body itself. Now you 

understand how you absorb it and how the brain and the soul have decided, this is where 

we create a condition for it to find a place." 

 

In this process, according to the scientific data, as the virus takes position in the lungs, 

they get flooded, because the virus is trying to create food for itself by changing the 

conditions of the lungs, and this is how the virus lives. We know that each lung works for 

1 hour on and 1 hour off, and the operational exchange of the energy for the blood is 

done on these sequences. When the virus enters the lungs, maybe it goes to the inactive 

lung, which is at rest and not ready to defend itself, and this allows the virus to set in and 

start to grow. Then, by the next set of  breathings, and the change of time, the second 

lung starts the transition of the virus. Then you have a more advanced one working 

against the weaker one. The two lungs start exchanging energy to build up and support 

each other, then we see the lungs getting flooded and a change of condition.  

 

The strange thing is, from the reports of the Iranians doctors, who have been witness to 

many deaths, they say that these people are young, extremely healthy and athletic. There 

was a guy who came in, that was a mountaineer, and out of nowhere had a cardiac arrest 

and died after 5 hours. All the patients with this virus die of cardiac arrest. Now we 

understand how and why, as I explained in the other teaching, in the process of the 

exchange of the energy between the two lungs, after they use up all the energy, they turn 

and lock into the energy of the heart, which brings in all the energy from the rest of the 

body and they consume it. The heart cannot cope with serving the body and the virus, and 

it goes into overrun, heart attack, and death. The process we are dealing with is an energy 

transfer, and emotionally it has the capability to meet it.  

 

With the traditional medicine we know a lot, but with the new plasma technology of the  

KF we know the how. In the Cup of Life (CL), which I gave you, I specifically designed 

it to accommodate this. I gave you a Cu, Nano coated Cu, and a Zn. "Some of the Cu, are 

the element of the Zn." The CL produces a certain amount of ZnO, CuO, and CO2. This 

is why the Gans water works and if you don't have the Gans from a CL, then we insist 

that you use a combination of 50% Cu, 30% CO2, and 20% Zn. Zn is the elevator of the 

soul. By drinking, breathing, and covering (patches or spraying), with the Gans water you 

keep on strengthening the soul, for it to strengthen the soul of the virus, to give it 

satisfaction of life. This is how most of this process of reversal comes. The CuO is to take 

the energy from the virus, CO2 is to create the connection. Now you understand why we 

set this process up.  

 

How to Test for the Virus: 



The following is how you can check to see if you have the virus. If you don't have Gans 

then you can do the 10 second breathing test. Every morning when you wake up or any 

time during the day, you can simply hold breath for 10 seconds by pinching and closing 

both of your nostrils with your 2 fingers. If you don't cough or run out of breath, then it is 

90% sure that you are okay. But, if within these 10 seconds you are forced to cough, or 

you feel an irritation in your throat to cough, or you see that you can't hold your breath, 

then you have a 90% chance of having received a kind of infection from the virus. It all 

depends on which stage you are in, but generally sometime around 10 to 25 days from the 

first day that you test positive, you may begin to show fever and the rest of the symptoms 

of the virus infection. The virus takes root straight away in the lungs, and you may be 

carrying it without showing any symptoms. This is what we call matter state testing. 

 

Gans Test: 

With plasma testing the process is different, you can use the Gans water from the CL or 

the combination of Gans's stated above (Zn, Cu, CO2). Spray your head, chest, and back, 

once a day (or twice a day if you are worried), and if you feel pain, headache or pressure, 

it is 100% sure that you infected with the virus. Don't confuse psychosomatic, placebo, or 

hypochondriac reactions for the real thing. Try to understand if you are feeling a 

magnetic field pressure from energies transferring inside you, and not the kind of 

headache you take aspirin for. If you feel pressure on your head, it means the energy is 

transferring from the Gans to the soul and is taking place at a high level, and that energy 

transfer creates heat or what we call magnetic field pressure. Look for the same reaction 

when you spray the Gans waters outside the lungs on the chest. People sometimes say 

there is a pressure and they can't breath. In China people who have been using the Gans 

water have reported experiencing these kind of pains. When the doctors and hospitals 

start using the Gans technology, they will use this procedure to test if the people have the 

virus or not. First through the physical test of holding the breath, and then testing through 

spraying the Gans, if both are positive, then you have it. To cover yourself for the long 

term, you can make yourself 3 or 4 different Cups of Life, and even though they are all 

from the same material, they will create a slightly different strength of the Gans, which 

will give you a spectrum to cover any mutations in the virus.  

 

If you Test Positive: 

As soon as you test positive, immediately inform your family and the people with whom 

you have had contact with. You can go back and bring them a CL and a paper that tells 

them what to do. You need to tell them, 'I think I may have infected you with the 

Coronavirus. You had better cover yourself.' You have to follow the following procedure 

without failure. This disease effects the soul and the lungs. In that process, the Soul of the 

Physicality (STP), which is the heart of the man sits between the lungs. The minute you 

are infected, the chain has been built. The separation of the physicality from the soul 

starts, because they are aware of what is to come. You need to support both the STP and 

the STM, the process has to be in this way.   

 

PROCEDURE with Cup of Life Gans Water: 



The first thing you do, within 5 minutes, is to spray both sides of your chest, wet your 

chest with the Gans water from the CL every hour. This is on the condition that you are 

infected, for prevention we have come too late.  

 

The Gans water transfers the energy of the virus, from your body into the Gans and this 

will dissipate into the atmosphere or your clothing. You are depleting the energy of the 

virus, this is all that you can do. Don't forget the heart is in the center of the two lungs, if 

you think of your brain as a top reactor, in reality, you have made your Star Formation, 

and in a way, it gives the chance for the soul to take its flight. Then, after you spray your 

body, immediately, you spray your face, or wet it with the water of the Gans. Please do 

not try to wash your head with the water, just spray around your head. Again by the same 

principle you are transferring energy out of the virus, while at the same time you are 

transferring energy in, to satisfy the soul. When you spray the face, you take the energy 

out of any cells that may have landed on it. Using Zn on your head elevates the soul. The 

third step is to immediately use the Gans water to wash away any materials of 

contamination that could be present, and at the same time feed the soul.  

 

Every 15 minutes to 1 hour, take one sip of about 50 mls of Gans water.  

 

Next, put the Gans water in what we call a Hubble bubble, or a Shi Sha or whatever you 

call it. If you don't have one you can easily make one with coca-cola bottle, put a hole in 

the top with a straw or pipe that reaches to the bottom, and then a second straw on the 

side above the water line. Fill it up with the Gans water and inhale for at least 10 minutes 

every hour. When you inhale, you take the energy inside the lungs, and by having the 

other energy, which is weaker outside on the skin, you deplete the energy of the virus. 

Your fever should drop within a short time, and if you have a high temperature it should 

come down within one hour, three hours maximum. When the fever goes away, don't get 

fooled. If you had a cough, depending on how bad the lungs were damaged, it will repair 

itself over the days. You might also loose most of the irritation very rapidly and the 

sweating will go.  

 

You'll carry on with this process for two to three months. Somewhere you will stop. The 

strangest thing is, that when the soul is satisfied, it will inform the arm to not give you 

any more water. We see this with all the plasma technologies. When I used to help people 

they always asked me, 'when do I stop.' I used to tell them, the day you say, 'oh I forgot to 

drink,' is the day that you have reached the steps of completion. When you're not hungry, 

you don't eat, because the body doesn't need it. It's the same with this, you'll find out that 

you forget doing it, because there's no need for it.  

 

To summarize again what you do to recover from testing positive for the virus. 

 

RECOVERY STAGE: 

You spray your body, your chest front and back every hour.  

Spray the face and the whole head every hour. 

Drink the Gans water every hour. Please DO NOT drink the Gans. 

Inhale every hour for 10 minutes directly with the Gans water. 



If you follow this process you stand a good chance of surviving the situation. 

 

(?? Do this for 3 days, then step down to prevention, that is you keep yourself safe, 2 to 3 

times per day, then you drink water every hour. ??) 

 

Those of you who have not tested positive and feel you are okay and not infected, can do 

the prevention stage.  

 

PREVENTION STAGE: 

Spray your face, head, and body every morning when you get up, and every evening just 

before you go to bed.  

During the day you need to drink at least 300 to 500 mls of the Gans water in stages. 

Inhale at least 1 or 2 times per day, for 10 to 15 minutes.  

 

You have to do this with all the members of your family, the cat and dog, and spray the 

door handles, and everywhere else in your house. When you make your Gans, the first 

wash is too salty, but don't throw it away, you can use it for the door handles and 

disinfecting your house, including sheets and pillow cases. When you use public 

transportation don't be afraid to spray your seats, so what if they call you a lunatic, it's 

your life. If you wear a mask, always spray the mask, and wait 3 minutes before you take 

it off, because the Gans will go inside and change the position.  

One of the worst things people keep on telling you is that when you put a mask on, not to 

touch it, because virus is sitting on the outside of it. But what if you are infected yourself, 

without knowing it, now you are breathing the virus into the mask, and the mask then can 

infect others. Make a container and fill it with either CuO or CL Gans water, and then 

drop the masks into it, because that way you will deplete the energy of the virus. 

 

Never put Masks in Plastic Bags: 

Never put the masks in a plastic bag, doing so comes from the lack of understanding of 

the totality. As I explained before, the plasmatic connection between the AA and the C-H 

bond of the plastic, becomes a breeding ground for holding to the virus. Never, ever use a 

plastic bag to put your mask in, a paper bag is okay because even if the virus is still alive 

you can control it, and can soak it in Gans water to disinfect it. On the other hand, 

remember to wash and disinfect your hands with the Gans water.  

 

Knowledge Seekers have Yet No Fatalities: 

When you get on the plane or bus, spray the plane or bus, because not only do you 

disinfect for yourself, but also for the others. Be very, very calm, because by using the 

technology you have most probably protected yourself well enough. What we have seen 

up to today is that the KF Knowledge Seekers have had no fatalities. We get infected, but 

because we continuously use the Gans materials we protect ourselves.  

 

You have to be very careful when it comes to your environment, and how the 

environmental energy pack gets transferred. Whatever you touch, your fingerprint is the 

carrier, it carries an amino acid and with it the infection. Whatever you breathe is the 



carrier, wherever you sit, sleep, touch, or kiss is the carrier. Anything which has the 

amino acid combination, which is this C-O-H-N, is a carrier.  

 

Watching Plants and Mutations to the Skin: 

We are not raising an alarm, but we are looking see if the combination from Fe would 

ever change to Mg, if this happens we'll start seeing infections among plants. The AA is 

the same and the only difference is between the Fe and the Mg. We have had two reports 

up to now, of skin being agitated when sprayed with the Gans water. At the moment, it 

doesn't show any rash yet, but there is skin irritation. We'll continue watching this 

closely. In our school of thoughts, the brain, skin and lungs are all the same. There is a 

possibility, but we have only seen two cases worldwide up to now, that the virus through 

its mutations could move from the lungs to the skin. If this happens, you will literally see, 

flesh disappearing and getting infected. We have not seen this stage yet. Mutation to the 

strength of the skin of the man in the level of emotion has not be seen. But we did receive 

two reports and I informed the Iranian team to watch for this. It is crucial for the 

Knowledge Seekers to have a total understanding of the situation and to do that, you have 

to understand the emotions of it.  

 

There is a discussion started on whether or not we can use dynamic systems for this virus. 

Possibly yes, possibly no, or possibly the dynamic systems become another trap. We can 

extend the virus in, but we can, from the dynamic system to the body, also spread it out. 

Can we use what we call, the new systems (EU), that are being globally made? Yes, it 

can be done. The first system is getting built and ready in Arizona by John. For the 

structure, we will wait for Iran and China. There is one matter, and that is we will not 

complete the technology in China, as the Chinese are very fast misleading the technology 

and even threatening. We'll deprive the nation of China from stealing again. In a way we 

won't let them to commit a crime on our behalf.  

 

End of 2nd Excerpt from the 317 KSW. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION: 

 

>>>> 

 

Second Summary excerpt how to use Gans for Virus>>> 

 

 

I would like the KF team in the background to record this part from now on, because this 

is important for all of you and your lives, your families, can depend on it. The first thing 



you have to know, as I explained in the other teaching and I explain again in detail how 

this virus works, and from the mental point to understand is,  (:30). this virus mutates. 

This is one thing that the Gates Foundation did not calculate, they wanted to change the 

code, that it reduces the population, but one thing they didn't consider is the mutation of 

this virus. How it mutates we'll come to explain later on, but we have seen in the Chinese 

and Iranian structure is that you get rid of, or you solve the problem with the virus, if one 

is left (over) it mutates to a new one, (and again) if one is left it mutates to a new one. 

Every time it mutates it becomes stronger. The reason it mutates, is, because now we 

understand the KF, through our knowledge, is that viruses are packs of energy in which 

they encircle magnetically, by their field, the cell in the body. What is strange for other 

people is that they do not understand how this virus is transmitting, for example, from 

Iran to Italy. Go back to the knowledge, as you know, M fields travel, and if you have of 

the same strength, and being from another part of the U, will reach earth, that's what we 

see in the depth of the stars, in the deep sides of the U. As you saw the map, as I 

explained, what is a clear indication of why it jumped from Iran to Italy, is because the 

Iranians and Italians are deep rooted in blood for centuries,  (:32). and it was obvious that 

the next step from Iran was Italy. As it jumped, to jump further, it has mutated to become 

stronger. These people infected the environment in country, but they never counted on 

the plasma technology of the virus. Now we see that it is rapidly mutating into North 

America, as many Americans are of Italian descent. The problem is that the Italians have 

taken on corner of the US, and the Iranians the other side in Los Angeles, and the disaster 

covers the whole of this nation. This is what we see clearly, and that's why it is rapidly 

growing in Italy, and why in Iran. The other point is that what we saw in the change from 

China to Iran, was very clear. I was expecting this, and when it happened I understood, 

that once they seeded it, it spreading very rapidly. Why, for centuries ?? cercloid had 

mixed blood. Now you can see. This genetic modification by the gene itself, will circle 

the planet. We are in the ages of man destroying himself, by the greed of Mr. Gates. 

When you buy a patent to destroy, it destroys you. Now you understand how it will go.  

(:34). What is important for you to realize that you cannot stop (it), just because you have 

gone (started it).   What has happened is the virus has made a link into the cell, through 

any of its combinations of Amino Acid (AA). What is strange, and what you have not 

understood, and the world of medicine doesn't understand, is that this gene has emotion. 

This gene, when they set it up, they never understood the world of physics. It has created 

its own soul. If you look at the crown, what we call virus, it's like this (draws a crown 

shape), then it has a second circle. The existence of the 2 leads to creation of M fields, 

which gives it the life to mutate. This is why it is called the "crown" virus, and that is 

why they call it Corona, because it sits like a crown over the cell, exactly what we 

explained it does for the past 10 years, how the virus works, how the virus is. The shape 

of the "Crown" or Coronavirus is the shape of embedded, encircled 2 M fields. One of the 

plasmas of the AA or the cell, and one of the energy of the virus.  (:36). It has created its 

own life, and this will take shape further and further, and it mutates. Man went from 

Africa to Asia, India and China, and he mutated by shape and colors, according to be able 

to survive. This virus will be with us for a long time to come. It envelops and encircles 

the whole cell.  

 



The logic behind this, by the Gates Foundation was to reduce the population. My 

message to the Gates Foundation is very simple, we are 7 billion happily living on this 

planet, we have our own faults as a big family, if the place is too small for you, you don't 

need to eliminate 7 billion, eliminate 7 members of your family, then you don't need to 

suffer with us. What we see and what we have requested from the Chinese government, 

and very soon we'll release the data, we are aware and we know, as I have said before, 

mercury, aluminum, and lead, are playing something in this virus injection.  (:38). As we 

saw with the Children's immunizations, we could be heading for another disaster with so 

much poison in the body, from the injection. It is time to tell, and time to see.  

 

In this process you can see how the virus is changing and mutating. It's an energy which 

has found the energy of the cell, and with it, it has created its own soul, which means it 

has a brain and will dictate where it wants to go. And it has so many diversions, it's 

energy pack, which will go down the race channel to every nation. Now that you 

understand how this energy is transferring, it's very simple, the cell as an energy pack, 

needs an AA, a protein, your skin on the table, or your spit on the chair, or your sweat 

somewhere else, and as these (AA's) are weak, now the virus makes a connection to feed 

them, because in essence, they came from the same AA structure field. This virus,  (:40). 

is transferring itself to the left over residue of the body of the man. That's why when you 

touch the bottom of the lid, or touch an object which somebody else has touched, it has 

(gets) carried into the weaker structure, and then it encircles it. You invite it by touching 

it, it connects first to your cell, and then it shows itself. What is interesting, if you go 

back to a few teachings before, I spoke about the emotion of the animals and that's why it 

came from the ?? In this position, now you understand. This virus has emotion. What is 

interesting, is, very simply, it has a deep emotion. It means it copies the emotion of the 

man who gets it, this is why some people walk away with it and initially it is good, and 

then they catch it for a second time and they die. The sign of emotion of control of this 

cell became very apparent. The brain, the skin, and the cell of the lungs, are part of, are 

main part of operators, of the emotion of the man. As the skin, the brain, and the lungs 

are all of the same cell,  (:42). So what happens, is very strange, when you have an 

asthma, or an emotional problem, then you see what happens with your breathing. When 

you can't speak, or you get distressed, then you cough, so this shows the true nature of 

this virus. And once it enters into your emotional cycles, or your emotional system, 

which your lungs represents to you. This is why you get asthma attacks and you spray 

yourself to kill it, but you don't sort out the emotion, this time it is a very powerful 

asthma. What we see from all the reports in Iran and China, are a very clear pattern of 

asthma attack and then with a heart failure, but they call it an infection of the lungs. In a 

way it's an asbestos, a very strong, powerful, but alive and decision making. Let me 

explain to you how you die, this is from the reports from the Chinese health authorities 

and directly from the hospitals in Iran, from the doctors. That's your body (draws them 

out), these are your lungs,  (:44). this is your heart. The virus enters through 2 channels, 

breathing in through your nose or in through your mouth. Go back to the teachings, this is 

the Soul of the Man (STM), and if you understand the depth of the knowledge the way 

we do, as I told you, the virus is a living thing and he has a soul, and he has created 

himself an emotion, in passing in your, breathing channels, it transfers its emotion to the 

soul, and then the soul understands and tells it where to go (to the lungs). Because soul 



can't show the pain of the core feeling of the virus, so they create. It's in your arm or leg .. 

then it tells it where it's needed, and how it can show its sorrow and pain, to the body 

itself. Now you understand how you absorb it. How the brain and the soul have decided, 

this is where we create a condition for it to find a place. In this process, as it takes 

position,  (:46). your lungs according to the scientific data gets flooded, as it tries to 

create food for itself, it changes the condition of the lung and then, it lives. What we 

know, as I explained to the doctors before, what we know is that each lung works 1 hour 

on and 1 hour off. Even though they work, operational exchange of the energy for the 

blood is done on these sequences. Depending on when the virus enters the lung which is 

active, or maybe the lung which is inactive, and at rest and not ready to defend itself, 

allows the virus to set in, so it grows. By the next breathings, and the change of time, the 

second lung starts the transition of the virus. So what you have, is a more advanced one 

working against the weaker one. The 2 lungs start exchanging energy to build up and to 

support each other, and we see the lungs getting flooded, and change of condition. And 

the strange thing is, the Iranians doctors who have been witness to many deaths, they 

report, these people are extremely healthy, they are young, and they are athletes. There is 

a guy who came in who is a mountaineer, and out of nowhere they see cardiac arrest and 

in the last 5 hours they die from cardiac arrest. All the patients with this virus die of 

cardiac arrest.  (:48). Now we understand how, as I explained in the other teaching, in this 

process of the exchange of the energy, between the 2 lungs, as the get everything, now 

they lock into the energy of the heart, and the heart brings energy from the rest of the 

body and they consume it. And the heart cannot cope with serving the body and the virus, 

and it goes to overrun, and heart attack, and death. Now we understand the process we 

are dealing with an energy transfer, and emotionally, with a capability to meet it.  

 

With the traditional medicine we know a lot, but with the new Pl T of KF we know how. 

In the Cup of Life (CL) which I gave you, I specifically, what I did, I accommodate this. I 

gave you a Cu, Nano Cu, and a Zn. Some of the Cu, are the element of the Zn, so you 

produce a ?? certain amount of ZnO, and the Cu creates your CuO, and the Cu and the Zn 

gives the CO2, now you understand why this water works, and why we insist on, if you 

don't have the Cup, of 50% Cu, 30% CO2, and 20% Zn (Gans's).  (:50). If you understand 

the teachings of the KF over the years, Zn is the elevator of the soul. In taking, breathing, 

and covering, you keep on strengthening the soul, for it to strengthen the soul of the 

virus, to give it satisfaction of life. This is how most of this process of reversal comes. 

CuO is to take the energy from the virus, CO2 is to create the connection, now you 

understand why we set this process.  

 

Now I want to explain to you how you can check first to see if you have the virus. If you 

don't have Gans's then you can test using what is known as the 10 second breathing trial. 

Everyday in morning or during the day you hold your 2 nostrils, by closing them with 

your 2 fingers and you hold your breath for 10 seconds. If you don't cough or you don't 

run out of breath, then it is 90% sure that you are okay. But if within this 10 seconds you 

are forced to cough, or you feel an irritation in your throat to cough, or you see that you 

can't hold (your breath), you are 90% change of having receive a kind of infection by the 

virus.  (:52). It depends on which stage you are in. Then you'll see sometimes, around 10 

to 25 days from the first day that you test (yourself) and you notice this (that you can't 



hold your breath), you will show fever and the rest of the (symptoms) of the virus 

infection. The reason is that, this virus takes its own root straight away in the lungs, so 

they are already carrying the virus, but they don't see it. This is what we call matter state 

testing.  

 

With plasma testing the process is different. If you have made yourself the Gans's of Zn, 

Cu, and CO2, you can do 2 things, if you spray a combination of this (Zn, Cu, CO2) Gans 

water, or if you spray the Gans water of the Cup of Life, on your head, chest, and back, 

once a day, or twice a day if you are worried, and if you feel pain, headache or pressure, 

you are 100% infected. Don't go for psychosomatic or placebo (reactions) because you 

have done it, you have a headache, but try to understand if there is a pressure, it's a M 

field pressure. Is the pressure you feel, energies transferring inside you. This is what we 

are looking for, not the headache that I take aspirin for. If you feel on the head, it means 

the energy transfer from the Gans to, what we call,  (:54). the soul, is taking place at a 

high level and that energy transfer creates heat or what we call, M pressure. If it wasn't 

there, it cannot make it. The same is between your lungs and the Gans waters you put 

outside (spray chest). We told you this before about the pressure. People say there is a 

pressure and they can't breath. Even in China we have seen people who report pain when 

they use the Gans. You can use, ?? on certain ways, or 90% (holding breath 10 sec for 

90%  certainty), or you can check 100% (with plasma test). This is the procedure that will 

be used in the hospitals by the doctors, when they start using the Gans T to identify if 

people have the virus or not. First through the physical (test) and then through the Gans, 

and if both are positive, then you have it. You have to understand, if you can make for 

yourself, 3 or 4 different CL, even though they are all from the same material, whatever, 

they create a slightly different strength of Gans, and you need this to cover yourself for 

the long term, to be covered for any mutation of the virus.  

 

(Procedure Using Cup of Life for Virus) 

At the same time, when you think that you have it,  (:56). immediately, your immediate 

family, the people to where you have been, you go back, you inform, you give a CL, you 

give a paper that says this is what you have to do. 'I think I have infected you, you had 

better cover yourself.' If you go and you are not aware, or you have overlooked or 

whatever, we'll start the next process. He draws, this is your head and body. You have to 

follow this procedure without failure. As you have understood, this disease effects the 

soul, and the lungs. In that process the Soul of the Physicality (STP) which is the heart of 

the man, is in between (the lungs). So what you understand, the minute you are infected, 

the chain has been built. The separation of the physicality from the soul starts, because 

they are aware of what is to come. You need to support both, the process has to be in this 

way.  (:58). The first thing you do is to spray your chest, wet your chest with the Gans 

water from the CL every hour. This is on the condition that you are infected. For 

prevention we have come too late. Every hour, once you have touched it (you are 

infected) and have a headache, and you felt the tightness of the chest (after spraying G 

water on chest), and you cough when you did the test. The next step to do within 5 

minutes, you put Gans water on either side of your lungs, what this does, is to transfer the 

energy of the virus into the Gans, of what you put in, and this will dissipate into the 

atmosphere or to your clothing. You are depleting the virus energy, this is all you can do. 



Don't forget the heart is in the center of the two (lungs). If you look at it, in reality, with 

your brain (as top reactor), you have made your Star Formation, and in a way it gives the 

chance for the soul to take its flight. Then what you do, after you have covered the body, 

immediately, you cover your face with the spray or the wet of the Gans. Then you spray 

Gans water around your head. Please do not try to wash (your head). Again by the same 

principle you transfer energy out (of the virus),  (1:00). and at the same time you transfer 

energy in, to satisfy the soul. (Spraying) the face is to take the energy from, if there are 

cells effected, or have landed on your face. The head is to elevate the soul, because of the 

Zn. The third step is to take immediately, Gans water to wash any possibility of any 

materials of contamination to be present, and at the same time feeding the soul. Every 15 

minutes to 1 hour you take one sip of about 50 mls of GANS water. Now the next step for 

you is to put the GANS water in what we call Hubble bubble, or a Shi Sha or whatever 

you call it, or make it coca-cola bottle with two holes in it and put a stick in it or a pipe. 

Put a straw to the bottom, and a straw up, and fill it up with the GANS water and you 

inhale for at least 10 minutes every hour, and what this does by inhaling, you take the 

energy inside, and by having the other energy which is weaker outside on the skin, you 

deplete the energy of the virus. You will lose your temperature within the first while, if 

you have a high temperature, (1:02). it should come down within one hour, three hours 

maximum. The fever goes (away), but do not get fooled. If you had a cough, and 

depending on how bad the lungs were damaged, it will repair itself over the days. You 

might loose most of the irritation very rapidly too. The sweating will go. Once you've 

gone through this process you'll carry on for two to three months. The strangest thing is 

you will stop somewhere. This is when the soul is satisfied and informs the arm to not 

give me any more water. We see this with all the technologies. When I used to help 

people I always told them, when I gave them the system, they said, when do I stop.  I 

said, ..  The day you say, 'oh I forgot to drink,' is the day that you have reached the steps 

of completion. You bring the system back. Because when you're not hungry you don't eat 

when the body doesn't need it, you'll find out you forget doing it, because there's no need 

for it.  

 

This is for recovery, spray your body, your lungs (chest) and back every hour. If you 

have seen the positive sign (when you do) the breathing and the Gans (Test), then spray 

the face first, every hour,  then spray the head every hour  (1:04). You do this for 3 days 

and after that you step down to prevention, that is you keep yourself safe, 2 to 3 times per 

day, then you drink water every hour. Then you inhale every hour for 10 minutes directly 

with the Gans water. Please do not drink from the Gans itself. If you follow this process 

you stand a good chance of surviving the situation. Those of you who don't have the 10 

second problem, and the 90% with the Gans's, and you feel it's okay I am not infected, 

your life doesn't stop that way.  

 

For prevention spray your body every morning and evening, right when you get up and 

just before you go to bed. Spray your face every morning and every evening, spray your 

head the same. During the day you need to drink at least 300 to 500 mls of the Gans 

water,  (1:06). in stages, and you need to inhale at least 1 or 2 times per day, for 10 to 15 

minutes. This is the recipe for prevention of the virus. You have to do this with all the 

members of your family, the cat and dog, and the door handle, you spray the door handle, 



and everywhere in the house, ... When you make your Gans's, the first Gans's that are 

salty, you don't throw the water away. You can use that saltwater to spray in the house 

and the door handles, because that residue rubs off and keeps some of the Gans holding  

energy, and it can disinfect, or gets the energy of the virus. The sheets, pillows, the bus 

you get on, don't be afraid to spray, or to be called a lunatic, it's my life. If you wear a 

mask, always spray the mask before you take it off, and wait 3 minutes, then take it off, 

because the Gans will go inside, and change the position of what we call, an equal ??  . 

One of the worst things that people keep on telling you, is that when you put a mask on 

your face, don't touch it, because if the virus has come, it sits on it. But the biggest 

problem is the other way, you have breathed into the mask, and if you have the infection, 

the mask is infecting the others.  (1:08). When you get the mask, make sure you drop it in 

a Gans water of CuO, or a CL, make one box and put Gans water in it, and drop these 

masks in it, because you have to deplete the energy of it. If you put it in a plastic bag, as I 

explained, the plastic bags that they advise you to do, comes from the lack of 

understanding of the totality because, if you remember and you see the connection, 

COHN (AA) & C-H Bond, of the plastic, now has become a breeding ground, for holding 

to the virus. Never, ever use a plastic bag to put your mask in, a paper bag is okay 

because it is still alive (the virus), but you can control it, and you can soak it and it goes. 

On the other hand, remember to wash, to disinfect your hands with the Gans water. When 

you get on the plane or bus, spray the plane or bus (your seat), because not only do you 

disinfect for yourself, but also for the others. Be very, very calm, because this one thing, 

using the T, you have most probably protected yourself well enough. The KF, as we see 

the KS, they have had no fatality up to today. We get infected, but because we 

continuously use the materials we protect ourselves. As I said to a KS a bottle of Gans 

water in the frig, is like a ?? bottle of pure drinking water in the frig,  (1:10). when you 

need it. Now it comes your environment, in the environmental energy pack you have to 

be very careful, whatever you touch, your fingerprint is the carrier, it carries an amino 

acid and with it the infection. Whatever you breathe is the carrier, wherever you sit, 

sleep, touch, or kiss (is the carrier). Anything which has the amino acid combination, 

which is this (COHN), is one (a carrier) .  

 

We are looking, we are not raising an alarm. We are looking to see that the combination 

from iron, if would ever change to magnesium, then we'll start seeing infections among 

plants. The AA is the same, the only the difference between the iron and what we call, 

Mg. We have had two reports up to now of skin being agitated when they spray the 

GANS on it. It doesn't show any rashes at the moment, but it's skin irritation.  (1:12). We 

are watching closely, if you see when you spray the Gans on your skin and you get an 

irritation. We are of the school of thoughts that, as I said, the brain, skin and the lungs are 

all the same. There is a possibility, but we have only seen two cases up to now, 

worldwide, of the reports we have, that the virus through its mutations, is moving from 

the lungs to the skin, and if this happens we do not know, but assuming we are right, you 

will see, literally flesh disappearing and getting infected. We have not seen this stage yet. 

Mutation to the strength of the skin of the man in the level of emotion has not be seen, 

but we received two reports and I informed the Iranian team to watch for this.  

 



This is a total understanding, you need to understand the totality of this. You have to 

understand the emotion of it, and this is crucial for the Knowledge Seekers. There is a 

discussion if we can use dynamic systems for this virus. Possibly yes, possibly no, or 

possibly the dynamic systems become another trap.  (1:14). We can extend the virus in, 

but we can, from the dynamic system to the body, spread it. Can we use what we call, the 

new systems, globally made? Yes, it can be done. The first system the first what we call 

station is getting built and getting ready in Arizona by John. And the structure will wait 

for Iran and China. There is one matter, and that is we will not complete the technology 

in China, as Chinese are very fast misleading the technology and then threatening. We 

deprive the nation of China from stealing again. In a way we don't let them to commit a 

crime on our behalf.  
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